The 5
Elements
of Great
Site Search
The site search experience you deliver has a dramatic

and it has to be the right search bar. Once they find it,

impact on your business’ bottom line. Consumers who use

spelling mistakes or complex search queries often lead

site search are your most valuable customers, with the 15%

to a dead-end of no results. And finally, even when a

who use site search accounting for 45% of e-commerce

customer performs the “perfect” search, they don’t see the

revenue. But in today’s search ecosystem, more than

direct answers they need — they see an overwhelming list

a third of on-site searches end in failure.2 This leads to
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valuable customers leaving your website — and your

they seek.
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business leaving money on the table.
It doesn’t have to be this way. You can build a great site
The site search process today is too often riddled with

search experience that serves each stage of the customer

roadblocks. A customer must first find the search bar —

journey on your website.

Here are the five elements of great site search that will help
you drive more conversions and revenue.
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1. https://www.bloomreach.com/en/blog/2015/11/site-search-is-sexier-than-you-think.html
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2. https://baymard.com/blog/ecommerce-search-report-and-benchmark
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A Universal Search Bar
Having multiple search bars (e.g., one for career openings,
a different one for store locators, and yet another for other
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Direct Answers
If consumers can’t find what they’re looking for within
2–3 search attempts,3 they will leave your website. Direct

types of searches) is a recipe for confusion. Your customers

answers reduce your bounce rate by shortening the path

shouldn’t have to figure out which search bar they need

to conversion and putting calls-to-action right in search

to use. They should be able to type whatever they want

results — letting consumers book an appointment, make a

into a single search bar and get an answer — in a way that

call, RSVP for an event, or get directions without having to

integrates with your existing solutions.

go to another page.
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Search Assistance

Spelling correction, auto-complete, and typo-tolerance
Search should be assistive, helping users find a shortcut
to the information they’re looking for. For example, if your
patient searches for a doctor but spells ‘Dr. Schmitt’ like
‘Dr. Schmidt,’ auto-complete should help them complete
the phrase so they don’t have to guess — or get a
frustrating “no results” page just because of a misspelling.

Dr. Schmidt
Dr. Schmitt
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Search Quality Optimisation
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Natural Language Processing

Good site search is more about ongoing maintenance
than software. When you first set up search on your
website, you’re calibrating it to a moment in time — how
your website exists at that moment. But as your website

Your customers have been trained by modern search

changes (because you add new pages or update

engines to simply ask a question and get a direct answer

information) the quality of your search results will decline.

in return. Site search should operate the same way. People

You need search analytics and a search quality team

type phrases that have meaning, and the words have

to help you maintain the quality of your site search

relationships to one another — conveying your user’s intent.

experience over time.

A search for a “dermatologist who speaks Spanish and
takes Cigna” isn’t just a set of words, it’s a phrase that
conveys specific parameters about your visitor’s desires.
So when someone runs that search, they should see
dermatologists — not just a list of pages on your site that
use the words “speaks” and “takes.”

3. https://www.forrester.com/report/Googleize+Your+SiteSearch+
Experience/-/E-RES124541

Yext’s mission is to transform the enterprise with AI search.
With the explosion of information and data online, search has
never been more important. However, while the world of consumer
search has innovated over time, enterprise search has not. In fact,
the majority of enterprise search is powered by outdated keyword
technology that only scans for keywords and delivers a list of
hyperlinks rather than actually answering questions.
Yext, the AI Search Company, offers a modern, AI-powered
Answers Platform that understands natural language so that
when people ask questions about a business online they get
direct answers – not links.
Learn more at yext.co.uk

